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those that are..This document
provides information on the most
frequently asked questions
(FAQ) on error messages and
system messages for the Cisco
Wireless LAN (WLAN)
Controllers. The System Error
Codes are very broad.. Note
The information on this page is
intended to be used by
programmers so that the
software they write can better

deal. It's a Windows
permissions issue. If you
connected to your server using
Windows Authentication then
that Windows user needs
permissions to the file.
Constant/value Description
ERROR_SUCCESS. 0 (0x0)
The operation completed
successfully.
ERROR_INVALID_FUNCTION.
1 (0x1) Incorrect function.
ERROR_FILE_NOT_FOUND
You can't use a filename like
iexplore by itself because the
path to internet explorer isn't
listed in the PATH environment
variable for the system or user.
A complete list of system error
codes, from code 1 through
15841. Here, too, are meanings
for each system error code,
plus other ways they may
appear. The System Error
Codes are very broad.. Note
The information on this page is
intended to be used by
programmers so that the
software they write can better
deal.
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document provides information on the most frequently asked
questions (FAQ) on error messages and system messages
for the Cisco Wireless LAN (WLAN) Controllers. The System
Error Codes are very broad.. Note The information on this
page is intended to be used by programmers so that the
software they write can better deal. A complete list of system
error codes, from code 1 through 15841. Here, too, are
meanings for each system error code, plus other ways they
may appear. The System Error Codes are very broad.. Note
The information on this page is intended to be used by
programmers so that the software they write can better deal.
You can't use a filename like iexplore by itself because the
path to internet explorer isn't listed in the PATH environment
variable for the system or user. It's a Windows permissions
issue. If you connected to your server using Windows
Authentication then that Windows user needs permissions to
the file. Constant/value Description ERROR_SUCCESS. 0
(0x0) The operation completed successfully.
ERROR_INVALID_FUNCTION. 1 (0x1) Incorrect function.
ERROR_FILE_NOT_FOUND system error 85
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document provides information on the most frequently asked

questions (FAQ) on error messages and system messages
for the Cisco Wireless LAN (WLAN) Controllers. The System
Error Codes are very broad.. Note The information on this
page is intended to be used by programmers so that the
software they write can better deal. The System Error Codes
are very broad.. Note The information on this page is intended
to be used by programmers so that the software they write can
better deal. You can't use a filename like iexplore by itself
because the path to internet explorer isn't listed in the PATH
environment variable for the system or user. It's a Windows
permissions issue. If you connected to your server using
Windows Authentication then that Windows user needs
permissions to the file. Constant/value Description
ERROR_SUCCESS. 0 (0x0) The operation completed
successfully. ERROR_INVALID_FUNCTION. 1 (0x1) Incorrect
function. ERROR_FILE_NOT_FOUND.
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